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Abstract. We propose a meta-algorithm for registration improvement
by combining deformable image registrations (MetaReg). It is inspired
by a well-established method from machine learning, the combination
of classifiers. MetaReg consists of two main components: (1) A strategy
for composing an improved registration by combining deformation fields
from different registration algorithms. (2) A method for regularization
of deformation fields post registration (UnfoldReg). In order to compare
and combine different registrations, MetaReg utilizes a landmark-based
classifier for assessment of local registration quality. We present prelim-
inary results of MetaReg, evaluated on five CT pulmonary breathhold
inspiration and expiration scan pairs, employing a set of three regis-
tration algorithms (NiftyReg, Demons, Elastix). MetaReg generated for
each scan pair a registration that is better than any registration obtained
by each registration algorithm separately. On average, 10% improvement
is achieved, with a reduction of 30% of regions with misalignments larger
than 5mm, compared to the best single registration algorithm.

Keywords: Deformable image registration, meta-algorithm, combina-
tion, pattern recognition.

1 Introduction

Accurate registration of medical images is key to medical image analysis. Re-
cently an evaluation study on pulmonary intra-patient CT registration has eval-
uated and ranked state-of-the-art registration algorithms on a common data
set [11]. Although many of those algorithms achieve excellent results on aver-
age, e.g. for the currently top five ranked algorithms average landmark reg-
istration errors are no more than 0.83mm, no single algorithm outperforms
all others on every scan pair and every region within the images. (cp. em-
pire10.isi.uu.nl/mainResults: category rankings on average and per scan pair).

In this paper we propose a meta-algorithm for deformable image registra-
tion (MetaReg) that composes an improved registration by combining locally
superior regions from different registrations. In order to compare different reg-
istrations, MetaReg utilizes a landmark-based classifier for assessment of local
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registration quality. Based on this assessment, deformation fields are partitioned
and quality categories are assigned to each partition. Next, a voting scheme is
applied to compose an improved registration by selecting superior partitions of
the deformation fields generated by different registration algorithms. Finally,
UnfoldReg is applied, primarily to unfold regions where different deformation
field partitions are joined.

Deformable Image Registration. Registration of a moving image IM (x) :
ΩM ⊂ R

D �→ R to a fixed image IF (x) : ΩF ⊂ R
D �→ R, both of dimension D, is

the problem of finding a displacement u(x) that makes IM (x+ u(x)) spatially
aligned to IF (x). We define the obtained transformation field T(x) = x+ u(x)
and the registered image IR(x) = IM (x) ◦ T(x). The optimal transformation
is found by optimizing a distance or similarity measure, such as the normal-
ized mutual information (NMI). If the underlying transformation model allows
local deformations, i.e. nonlinear fields T(x), then we call it deformable image
registration (DIR).

2 Materials

The MetaReg algorithm has several input components: image data, registration
algorithms and a method to locally assess registration quality. These components
are considered interchangeable (i.e. can be replaced by other choices) and they
are therefore described here.

2.1 Image Data

Five patients (male, ages 51-75yrs) were chosen randomly from a lung cancer
screening database, each with a breathhold inspiration and a breathhold expi-
ration CT scan, made in the same session. The inspiration scan was created
using a low-dose protocol (30mAs) whereas the expiration scan was ultra-low-
dose (20mAs), both with a slice spacing of 0.70 mm and pixel spacing between
0.63mm and 0.77mm.

2.2 Registration Algorithms

To compose an improved registration result by combining the best outcomes of
various methods, registrations by several methods are required. We have cho-
sen the following three registration algorithms for this study, because they per-
formed well in EMPIRE10 [11], are publicly available, and have very different
approaches. Other methods can of course be included.

NiftyReg [7] contains a global and local registration algorithm. The global
registration is based on a block-matching technique and the local registration
is based on a B-Spline deformation model. The objective function is composed
of the normalized mutual information as a metric and optionally, the bending
energy and the squared Jacobian determinant as penalty terms.
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Elastix [4] is a toolbox that consists of algorithms for image registration.
We employed in our experiments an affine and a nonrigid B-Spline registration
algorithm along with a normalized correlation criterion as similarity measure
and a parameter-free stochastic gradient optimizer.

Demons [15] is a non-parametric registration algorithm that can be seen as an
optimization procedure on the entire space of displacement fields. We employed
in our experiments a diffeomorphic version of demons along with a second-order
minimization technique to optimize a normalized intensity similarity measure.

2.3 Local Registration Quality Assessment

We employ an extended version of the method for automatic detection of reg-
istration errors described in [8]. The method is based on supervised learning
of local alignment patterns, which are captured by statistical image features at
automatically detected landmarks.

For supervised learning a training database S is established. It combines in-
formation from three datasets: a) reference landmark matchings, b) reference
image registrations, and c) statistical image features. The set of reference land-
mark matchings consists of landmarks lF on the fixed image IF and their corre-
sponding location lM in the moving image IM . Landmarks lF are automatically
detected whereas landmarks lM are matched manually. The landmark detection
method is based on [5]. This method proved reliable in covering the anatomy
of lungs in CT images. Landmarks are automatically detected in the lung re-
gion based on their distinctiveness, i.e. the dissimilarity to their surrounding
region. The detection method is regulated to produce an even distribution of
landmarks throughout the lungs. The generated landmarks are typically located
at vessel bifurcations. The set of reference image registrations consists of several
transformation fields T obtained by different automatic registration algorithms.
Typically, an affine registration, and a coarse and fine level deformable regis-
tration is suitable to obtain a reference of local alignment variations, of both,
correctly and wrongly aligned image structures. The set of statistical image fea-
tures (FS) contains for each landmark lF corresponding feature values that are
computed based on nine different image feature types. Gaussian, correlation,
and entropy features are calculated from the intensity images (IF and IR), and
deformation features are computed on the transformation field (T).

Based on the database S, a classifier cascade is trained to classify local align-
ment patterns into three quality categories: correct (CA), poor (PA), and wrong
alignment (WA). The quality categories are based on the landmark registration
error (LRE), i.e. the amount of misalignment between a registered landmark po-
sitionT(lF ) and the corresponding reference matching lM , which is defined as fol-
lows: CA

.
= {LRE ≤ 2 mm}, PA .

= {2 < LRE < 5 mm}, WA
.
= {LRE ≥ 5 mm}.

To automatically classify a previously unseen registration, first a set of lP
landmarks is automatically detected on IF . Second, image features are extracted
according to FS for each landmark lP . Finally, the trained classifier is employed
to predict for each landmark sample one of the above defined quality categories.
That way, an assessment of local image registration quality is obtained. In the
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following we refer to the entity of this supervised Registration Error Detection
method by RED.

3 Methods

A graphical overview of MetaReg is given in Figure 1. It visualizes from top to
bottom the main computing steps of the MetaReg algorithm, from the input of
a set of transformations from different registration algorithms to the output of a
combined registration. In the following we first briefly formulate the basic idea
of MetaReg and then explain step by step the stages illustrated in Figure 1.

Given a set of registration algorithms ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψN and their corresponding
deformation fields u1,u2, . . . ,uN for a particular scan pair sp = {IF , IM}, we
aim to find a combination Ψ :=

∑N
n=1 anun(x) such that Ψ outperforms any sin-

gle ψn. an denotes the weight coefficient with which un is combined. That means
we aim to exploit the locally different behavior of base registration algorithms
ψn to improve the accuracy and the reliability of the combined registration al-
gorithm, MetaReg. The weight coefficients an are determined by assessment of
the local registration quality of each deformation field un. For this assessment
we utilize the RED system described in Section 2.3.

3.1 RED Partitioning

RED obtains automatically local estimates of registration quality by comparing
local alignment patterns between the fixed image IF and the registered mov-
ing image IR at landmarks lP . Next we perform a Voronoi decomposition of
the deformation field un based on the landmarks lP . That is, un is partitioned
into regions such that the partition si contains all those points of un that are
closer to landmark li than to any other landmark lj. We calculate the Voronoi
decomposition based on the distance of the landmarks lP in the fixed image IF
employing an algorithm that approximates the Euclidean distance with voxel
accuracy [2,1]. This Voronoi decomposition serves as a dense and closed esti-
mate of registration quality assessment, i.e. every voxel of the ROI is assigned a
quality category: CA,PA or WA. We define unREDp as the registration quality
at partition sp generated by base registration algorithm ψn.

3.2 Voting

A voting scheme is needed to select for each partition spthe best performing
registration algorithm(s) φn. We select the partition sp of un by assigning the
weight coefficient an(x) = 1, ∀x : x ∈ sp(x). All weight coefficients are initialized
with an = 0.

We opt for following voting strategy: Compare all registrations un for the
partition sp and select the registration ui which registration quality uiREDp is
superior to all other unREDp. If there is more than one registration un with
uiREDp, then select all those un.
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3.3 Combining

In the above voting scheme we determined weight coefficients an for all un. We are
now able to generate the combined registration Ψ =

∑N
n=1 anun(x)/

∑N
n=1 an,

where the division by
∑N

n=1 an results in averaged deformation field vectors at
those voxelsxwith ties in the vote. Although the domain ofΨ is completely defined
for each x ∈ IF , we further aim to obtain a bijective mapping Ψ . By imposing this
property it can be ensured that the established Ψ contains no physical impossible
mappings.

3.4 UnfoldReg

We developed a method (UnfoldReg) for unfolding deformation fields post reg-
istration. UnfoldReg is based on an algorithm for scattered data approximation
that uses a multi-resolution uniform B-spline approximation scheme [14,5]. We
refer to [14] for details of this algorithm.

In UnfoldReg we employ this algorithm for scattered data approximation as
reconstruction algorithm. We compute the Jacobian map JM(x) = |J(T(x))| (J
denotes the Jacobian matrix) for Ψ(x), and construct a confidence map CM(x),
where we assign CM(x) = 0, ∀x : JM(x) ≤ 0. Further we expand these folding
areas by applying a morphological dilation with a spherical kernel of radius 3 vox-
els. The confidence map CM(x) is then used along with deformation field Ψ(x)
as input for the approximation algorithm. All voxels x of Ψ(x) with CM(x) = 0
are disregarded, and a reconstruction of the entire Ψ(x) is obtained based on
the remaining data. We use a linear B-Spline kernel function along with a multi-
resolution scheme of 7 spatial resolutions. The reconstructed deformation field is
again analyzed and processed as described above. This procedure is performed
in an iterative scheme until all foldings are removed. Further, we monitor the un-
folding progress and if foldings could not be removed in a consecutive iteration,
then these folding voxels are dilated by an increased radius, thereby giving more
space to unfold the deformation field. Foldings of large magnitude require more
space to unfold than smaller ones. The iterative scheme evolves the deforma-
tion field gradually into a folding-free approximation of the original deformation
field. In addition we assign staged confidence values (0.1,0.2,0.5,0.75) at voxels
where two partitions from different registrations were joined (voting borders).
Compare Figure 1 (n) (o).

4 Experiments

This section describes the application of the proposed MetaReg algorithm on
a set of five pulmonary CT breath-hold inspiration-expiration scan pairs. The
RED classifier was trained on this data. Each scan pair was registered with three
different registration algorithms (NiftyReg, Demons and Elastix). MetaReg was
then applied to the five scan pairs using the three resulting transformations and
the trained RED classifier.
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(a) NiftyReg (b) Demons (c) Elastix

(d) NiftyReg (e) Demons (f) Elastix

(g) NiftyReg (h) Demons (i) Elastix

(j) Combined IR with voting bor-
ders overlay

(k) Combined IR with voting
borders and RED Voronoi over-
lay

(l) Combined IR with voting bor-
ders overlay and foldings marked
in bright red color

(m) log Jacobian map after combin-
ing; before UnfoldReg

(n) Initialization of UnfoldReg:
disregarded voting border voxels
(blank), confidence map overlay

(o) UnfoldReg after 4 iterations:
confidence map overlay, foldings
marked in bright red color

(p) IF (expiration scan) (q) Combined IR with RED
Voronoi color overlay

(r) log Jacobian map after unfolding;
9 iterations of UnfoldReg

Fig. 1. Visualization of the main steps of the MetaReg shown exemplarily at transverse
plane views of scan pair 5. RED color overlay: green, yellow and red color denote correct,
poor and wrong alignment, respectively. Voting shows masks where black color marks
selected regions.
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4.1 Training and Application of RED

The main principle of the employed method for registration quality assessment
is described in Section 2.3.

Training of RED. For training of the RED system we require a dataset of:
reference landmark matchings and reference image registrations.

Reference landmark matchings are based on the landmark detection method
described in Section 2.3. For each scan pair a set of 100 reference landmarks lF is
automatically defined on the fixed image IF (expiration scan), and then matched
with the corresponding points lM in the moving image (inspiration scan). All
landmark correspondences were manually established by the first author using
the publicly available landmark matching tool described in [10].

Reference image registrations are required to establish a pool of alignment
samples for the training of the classifier. We acquire for each scan pair an affine
registration, and a coarse and a fine level deformable registration. We used the
NiftyReg package to obtain these reference registrations, however, Demons or
Elastix could be used as well.

Training of RED classifier. Once both datasets (reference landmark match-
ings and reference image registrations) are established, the RED system can be
trained. We performed leave-one-scanpair-out cross-validation. This means, the
learning dataset S is split into k mutually exclusive subsets Sk, k ∈ 1, .., 5 so that
Sk contains landmark related data of scan pair spk exclusively. The RED classifier
achieves on these scan pairs an overall classification accuracy of about 78%.

Application of RED. We maintain the above described cross-validation set-up
when applying the RED classifier in MetaReg. A separate set of lP landmarks
is automatically detected on IF . RED predictions on lP of scan pair spk are
based on a training dataset S \ Sk, including landmark related data from all
scan pairs but spk. Landmarks lP are acquired by the same landmark detection
method (described above) as lF landmarks. However, to obtain a spatially dense
prediction of registration quality, we sampled around 500 landmarks (the exact
number varies per scan pair, depending on image noise and the occurrence of
emphysema). We found that lF is practically disjunct to lP . This is due to an
increased sampling density for detecting landmarks lP , along with the selection
scheme of the automatic landmark detection [10]. Over all scan pairs, the aver-
aged mean distance of lF landmarks to nearest lP landmarks is 6.8mm, with only
in scan pairs 4 and 5 one identical landmark position. The averaged maximum
distance is 12.9mm.

4.2 Configuration and Application of DIR Algorithms

For all three registrations algorithms employed in our experiments, a specific
parametrization and registration set-up had been investigated and published
in the context of an pulmonary intra-patient CT registration workshop [11].
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Table 1. NiftyReg. Evaluated based on (a) reference data, and (b) RED predictions.

(a) Reference Evaluation

scan LRE fold- over-
pair min max mean std >5 >10 >20 ing lap

1 0.00 15.58 1.61 1.81 4 1 0 0 0
2 0.00 21.27 1.97 3.09 10 3 1 0 0
3 0.00 15.17 1.53 2.20 7 2 0 0 0
4 0.00 16.20 2.60 2.89 10 4 0 0 0
5 0.00 34.19 3.93 6.91 17 11 6 0 0

avg 0.00 20.48 2.33 3.38 48 21 7 0 0

(b) RED

scan prediction #
pair CA PA WA LMs

1 296 79 71 446
2 452 41 41 534
3 388 60 94 542
4 166 124 76 366
5 373 49 70 492

Sum 1675 353 352 2380
% 70 15 15 —

Table 2. Demons. Evaluated based on (a) reference data, and (b) RED predictions.

(a) Reference Evaluation

scan LRE fold- over-
pair min max mean std >5 >10 >20 ing lap

1 0.00 11.39 1.76 1.93 6 2 0 0 0
2 0.00 22.09 2.07 3.56 9 5 1 0 0
3 0.00 15.75 1.50 1.96 3 1 0 0 0
4 0.00 15.44 2.50 2.66 13 3 0 0 0
5 0.00 14.38 1.88 2.57 9 3 0 0 0

avg 0.00 15.81 1.94 2.53 40 14 1 0 0

(b) RED

scan prediction #
pair CA PA WA LMs

1 258 105 83 446
2 428 60 46 534
3 405 58 79 542
4 181 100 85 366
5 364 75 53 492

Sum 1636 398 346 2380
% 69 17 14 —

Table 3. Elastix. Evaluated based on (a) reference data, and (b) RED predictions.

(a) Reference Evaluation

scan LRE fold- over-
pair min max mean std >5 >10 >20 ing lap

1 0.00 18.51 2.12 2.80 8 3 0 0 7
2 0.00 19.52 2.33 2.82 10 2 0 4486 761
3 0.00 12.84 1.55 2.06 5 1 0 8 3196
4 0.00 16.74 2.33 2.39 7 1 0 0 825
5 0.00 19.85 2.26 3.24 13 5 0 50 1

avg 0.00 17.49 2.12 2.66 43 13 0 909 958

(b) RED

scan prediction #
pair CA PA WA LMs

1 215 151 81 446
2 328 123 83 534
3 318 95 129 542
4 156 136 75 366
5 319 88 85 492

Sum 1335 593 452 2380
% 56 25 19 —

These configuration settings were empirically established and were shown to
perform particularly well on this data. We therefore refer in the following to
these publications for a detailed description.

NiftyReg. We employed the NiftyReg registration package (version 1.3) for our
experiments, and used the particular registration set-up and parametrization
proposed in [6].

Elastix. We employed elastix (version 4.3) for our experiments, and used the
particular registration set-up and parametrization proposed in [13].
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Table 4. Combined Registrations. Evaluated based on (a) reference data, and (b) RED
predictions.

(a) Reference Evaluation

scan LRE fold- over-
pair min max mean std >5 >10 >20 ing lap

1 0.00 12.62 1.59 1.78 4 2 0 0 0
2 0.00 21.54 1.83 3.25 7 4 1 0 0
3 0.00 13.47 1.30 1.78 3 1 0 0 0
4 0.00 14.77 2.12 2.15 7 1 0 0 0
5 0.00 20.41 1.89 2.97 8 4 1 0 0

avg 0.00 16.56 1.75 2.39 29 12 2 0 0

(b) RED

scan prediction #
pair CA PA WA LMs

1 318 76 52 446
2 470 34 30 534
3 428 44 70 542
4 239 85 42 366
5 434 31 27 492

Sum 1889 270 221 2380
% 80 11 9 —

Demons. We employed the diffeomorphic demons for our experiments, and
used the particular registration set-up and parametrization proposed in [9].

5 Evaluation and Results

We evaluated the MetaReg algorithm using the reference landmark set lF and
the landmarks lP . On lF we compute the landmark registration error (LRE). To
assess the number of larger misalignments, we list the number of landmarks with
misalignment larger than 5mm,10mm and 20mm. For comparison the quality
predictions made by RED on lP are shown in the accompanying tables.

In addition to the landmark-based measures, which primarily evaluate the
alignment accuracy of the interior of the lungs, we also compute a boundary
measure to assess the registration accuracy at the lung boundaries. For the
boundary evaluation we count the number of overlapping voxels, based on the
following overlap measure: |MFROI − (MFROI ◦ T)| ⊗ SE, where ⊗ denotes a
morphological dilation operator and SE is its structuring element with spher-
ical radius of 2 voxels. That way we allow two voxels tolerance to both inside
and outside the ROI to account for possible inaccuracies of the lung segmenta-
tions [12]. Further, the number of foldings is listed, that is the number of voxels
within the lung mask for which |J(T)| ≤ 0 (J denotes the Jacobian matrix).
Note, that classification bias in RED is avoided by the use of a rotation training
set (leave-one-scanpair-out). And DIR bias towards lF landmarks is avoided by
using separate landmark sets lP . Moreover, the employed DIR algorithms do not
involve any landmark matching, optimization is purely intensity-based.

6 Conclusion

MetaReg generated for each scan pair a registration that is better than any regis-
tration obtained by each registration algorithm separately. On average, 10% im-
provement is achieved compared to best single registration algorithm (Demons).
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More significantly, registrations combined by MetaReg contain about 30% fewer
regions with misalignments larger than 5mm, compared to the best single regis-
tration algorithm.
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